Evaluation of Trypanosoma cruzi hybrid stocks based on chromosomal size variation.
Although all classical lines of evidence point to the fact that Trypanosoma cruzi has a predominantly clonal evolution, accumulating data show that some T. cruzi stocks are the result of hybridisation events. We evaluated whether chromosomal polymorphism would give evolutionary information on hybrid isolates. Twenty-three coding sequences were mapped on the chromosomes of nine parasite stocks, four of which are putative hybrids (CL Brener and rDNA group 1/2). Phenetic analyses of karyotype data were based on the absolute chromosomal size difference index (aCSDI), a method that assumes that the genomic distance between two organisms is the sum of the size differences between their homologous chromosomes. aCSDI-based dendrograms obtained from a variable number of probes (3-18 probes) defined in all the cases three clusters: two corresponding, respectively, to T. cruzi I and T. cruzi II groups; and a third one, to rDNA group 1/2. CL Brener was alternatively positioned in T. cruzi II or rDNA group 1/2 clusters. Three clusters were also observed in the dendrogram constructed with restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) data from 18 probes. The topology of the chromosome and RFLP dendrograms is similar, with a significant correlation coefficient (r=0.86062; P<0.0001), supporting a strong structuring of the clusters. This study also revealed that hybrid stocks have a larger proportion of two different-sized homologous chromosomes, as compared with non-hybrid strains. Overall, our results show that chromosomes are valuable characters for identification of evolutionary groups, in particular, T. cruzi hybrid organisms.